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I’m not a knapsack person, however as a frequent adventure travellers, it’s a necessary item to
carry. I have had an AmeriBag knapsack for approximately seven years and cannot find a fault
with it. Recently I was looking to replace it and looked in earnest at many different types but
couldn’t find any knapsack that ticked so many boxes as well as being sleek and simple to
carry.

Made of microfiber, its incredibly lightweight, yet strong, soft and comfortable. It is the perfect
combination of form and function, making style easy. It can be worn cross-body for full back
benefits or over the shoulder to grab and get on with your day.

It’s designed to mold to the shape of your spine, minimizing the strain on your back, neck and
shoulders. The body-hugging contours and adjustable wearing mean that you aren’t twisting or
straining your posture. The unique tear shape keeps weight evenly distributed across your
back. With the main zip always against your back, anything you are carrying is safe and
accessible without taking your bag off. Having the double zippers meet in the middle make
accessing your belongings easy.
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The biggest benefit to this small knapsack is the cleverly designed pockets inside and out
making organization super easy. I carry an iPad, book, notebook, snacks, extra cables,
jewellery, medications, water bottle in the exterior bottle holder, and inside there is even a
small hook to hang house keys, so at the end of your trip, you know where they are.

A signature silver lining reflects natural light making rummaging through searching for items
unnecessary.

For more information, click HERE.
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